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Introduction

Nowadays it is common that music pieces include a dedi-
cated multichannel down mix in addition to the still pop-
ular stereo down mix. But there will be cases where this
is not possible, e.g. loss of raw recordings or even death of
artists. For this purpose there has to be the opposite for
the down mix procedure, namely an upmixing of existing
stereophonic audio content. In this study an upmixing
algorithm that will decompose the stereo signal into a di-
rect signal and a diffuse signal has been utilized. These
decomposed signals will be rendered over a multichan-
nel reproduction system that consists of two standard
HiFi front loudspeakers and two dipole rear loudspeak-
ers. This four channel audio reproduction system aims at
an perceptually accurate reproduction of recorded sound
fields, whereas a direct signal will be rendered over the
front loudspeakers and a reverberant signal over the rear
loudspeakers. In addition to this there is a perceptually
motivated optimization method that compensates per-
ceptively relevant aspects of the reproduction room.

Method

As depicted in Figure 1 the approach of this study can
be separated into three parts. The first part decomposes
the stereo signal into a direct and diffuse signal. The two
subsequent parts are optimizing the signals with respect
to the reproduction room.
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Figure 1: General approach for the proposed method. Signal
decomposition into a direct and a diffuse part, spectral opti-
mization with respect to the reproduction room and diffuse
sound optimization.

Signal Decomposition

The signal decomposition, which has been done according
to [1], generates a direct signal s and a diffuse signal d
from a stereophonic input. The underlying signal model
can be expressed in simplified form as follows:

xL = sin(γ)s+ d

xR = cos(γ)s− d
(1)

Where the subscripts L and R are representing the left
and right stereo channel. In order to calculate the direct
and diffuse signal the angle γ needs to be determined. For
this the DFT bins are grouped to non-overlapping bands

in order to approximate an ERB-scale resolution. After
this the angle γ of the phantom source will be estimated
for each band. Therefore the normalized cross-correlation
coefficient will be determined by

ρ[b] = <


B∑

k=m

XL[k]X∗
R[k]

σXL
[b]σXR

[b]

 , (2)

with

σX [b] =

√√√√ B∑
k=m

X[k]X∗[k] . (3)

In this case <(z) denotes the real part of z and z∗ the
complex conjugate of z. The lower limit m of the sum in
(2) and (3) represents the DFT bin that corresponds to
the lower limit of the specific auditory band b whereas B
marks the upper boundary. Based on some goniometric
functions (see Eq. (6), (7) and (9) in [1]) the normal-
ized cross-correlation coefficient will be transformed to
the virtual source angle γ. After this the direct signal
and diffuse signal can be calculated as follows:

S[k, n] =
XL[k, n] +Xr[k, n]

sin(γ[k, n]) + cos(γ[k, n])

D[k, n] = XL[k, n]− sin(γ[b, n])S[k, n] .

(4)

In this case the capital letters are denoting the time-
frequency representation of the corresponding signals,
whereas k represents the DFT bins and n the time
frames. By means of a small additional step (see (5))
the direct signal S can be transformed into a two-channel
signal that will be send to the front loudspeakers.

SL[k, n] = S[k, n] sin(γ[b, n])

SR[k, n] = S[k, n] cos(γ[b, n])
(5)

A schematic diagram for the described processing steps
and signal representations can be seen in Figure 2.

Spectral Optimization

For the spectral optimization an approach has been used
that was initially introduced in [3]. The aim is to achieve
a flat ATF, which is an acronym for auditory transfer
function that has been introduced in [3]. This measure
indicates the amount of energy in each auditory band.
In order to apply this to the optimization of the repro-
duction room the room impulse response for the four uti-
lized loudspeakers needs to be measured. With this the
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Figure 2: Signal decomposition from stereo into direct and
diffuse signal by estimating a dominant source in each audi-
tory channel based on energetic ratios

spectral optimization procedure can be mathematically
expressed as follows:

ATF(HLS [k]) ≈ ATF(Href [k]) . (6)

The method for separating the frequency range into au-
ditory bands is identical to the one that has been used
for the signal decomposition. Thus an ATF is calculated
according to (7).

ATF(HLS [k]) =
1

K

B∑
k=m

HLS [k]H∗
LS [k] (7)

Where K represents the number of DFT bins that build
the corresponding band. For achieving an ATF that will
yield the reference, a scaling factor g needs to be intro-
duced, i.e. from (6) it follows:

g[b] =

√
ATF(Href [k])

ATF(HLS [k])
. (8)

With this a filter for each loudspeaker can be designed
that will adjust the corresponding ATF.

Diffuse Sound Optimization

The diffuse sound optimization is motivated as well by
[3], whereas the aim is to achieve a certain interaural
cross-correlation (IACC) for the reverberant sound field.
This procedure is as well based on the assumption that
the human auditory system includes a process of audi-
tory filtering. Thus we introduce the auditory cross-
correlation (ACC), which describes the cross-correlation
for every center frequency of the auditory bands. In this
approach the aim is to achieve an ACC of the dipole
signals that is equal or at least close to a predefined ref-
erence. This reference is given by the interaural cross-
correlation coefficient (IACC) that can be measured with
two microphones (spaced at distance r) in an ideal diffuse
sound field, which can also be expressed mathematically
as follows:

IACCref =
sin(kr)

kr
. (9)

In this case k refers to the wave number. By adopting
this to the proposed ACC concept (9) turns into:

ACCref =
sin(kbcr)

kbcr
. (10)

Where kbc denotes the wave number that corresponds
to the specific auditory band. Due to the fact that the
decomposition algorithm only delivers a single diffuse sig-
nal a decorrelation stage will generate two nearly uncor-
related diffuse signals ddec,1 and ddec,2. Thus each rear
dipole loudspeaker will have a dedicated diffuse signal.
Afterwards a crossmixing according to (11) will generate
signals dL and dR which will have a cross-correlation ρ
that is close to α. The case that ρ = α will only hold for
uncorrelated signals.

dL[n] = ddec,1[n] + α · ddec,2[n]

dR[n] = ddec,2[n] + α · ddec,1[n]
(11)

From here starts an iterative process which varies the
value for α between −1 and 1. Once the crossmixing has
been done a convolution of the diffuse signals with room
impulse responses (see Figure 3) will deliver the repro-
duced diffuse signals. Therefore in the last step the ACC
which represents the cross-correlation coefficient per au-
ditory band can be calculated. Since this approach gen-
erates a matrix that consists of ACCs for each value of
alpha an additional step applies band dependent cross-
mixing by using the value of α that results in an ACC
that is as close as possible to the reference.

hRL
,L

hRL,R hRR,R

h
RR,L

Figure 3: Setup in Which room impulse responses (RIRs)
of rear dipole loudspeakers measured with two microphones
mounted on a stereo bar (distance r = 16 cm)

Evaluation

For the subjective evaluation rating tests on a scale from
0 to 100 have been conducted by eight male subjects with
normal hearing. In addition to a general preference test
there have been queried three attributes from the Spa-
tial Audio Quality Inventory (SAQI [4]), namely width,
presence and ghost source. The rating has been done via
a MUSHRA-like user interface. In general there have
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Figure 4: Diffuse sound optimization - decorrelation for gen-
erating two diffuse signals, crossmixing for achieving certain
correlation, convolution with RIRs to investigate influences of
reproduction room and ACC for analyzing cross-correlation
in each auditory band

been ten audio excerpts from five different genres (clas-
sic, pop, rock, singer/songwriter and electro). Each at-
tribute has been queried by five conditions (see Table
1). The results for the preference rating (see Figure 5)

Condition Description
decomp surround sL/R via front loudspeakers,

±d via standard surround rear
loudspeakers

decomp dipole sL/R via front loudspeakers,
±d w/ ATF (anechoic) optimiza-
tion via dipoles

optimized I sL/R w/ ATF optimization via
front loudspeakers,
±d w/ ATF optimization via
dipoles

optimized II sL/R w/ ATF optimization via
front loudspeakers,
dL/R w/ ATF and ACC optimiza-
tion via dipoles

stereo xL/R via front loudspeakers

Table 1: Tested conditions for preference and SAQI at-
tributes

are showing that only the decomp dipole condition is at
least equally preferred as the stereo condition. The other
three conditions are more or less equally rated. For the
attributes width and presence it can be seen that again
decomp dipole is more or less rated at the same level as
stereo, whereas the other conditions are lower rated. The
absolute ratings for the attribute ghost source (see Fig-
ure 8) have to be treated carefully because there have
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Figure 5: Results preference test - triangles representing
mean across ten audio excerpts and eight test subjects, error
bars indicating standard error related to number of subjects
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Figure 6: Results attribute width (less wide - wider) - trian-
gles representing mean across three audio excerpts and eight
test subjects, error bars indicating standard error related to
number of subjects

been subjects that detected ghost sources at the stereo
condition which can technically not be the case.

Discussion

Looking at the results for the attributes preference,
width and presence there can always be seen two groups,
whereas decomp dipole and stereo build the first well
rated group. The other three conditions decomp sur-
round, optimized I and II form the second less rated
group. By the first group it can be said that reaching the
same rating as the original stereo signal is a good result.
The second group shows that neither of its condition will
give a remarkable improvement compared to the stereo
condition. The fact that the optimization of the diffuse
sound field delivers no audible improvement (optimized
II) is in line with the results of [2]. But in addition to
that they have found that the spectral optimization (op-
timized I) will result in a perceivable improvement. This
leads to the fact that the spectral optimization is highly
dependent on the audio content, i.e. this procedure works
less well on down mixed and reworked signals.

Conclusion

In this study it has been shown that the appropriated de-
composition algorithm applied to stereo signals and ren-
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Figure 7: Results attribute presence (lower - higher) - trian-
gles representing mean across three audio excerpts and eight
test subjects, error bars indicating standard error related to
number of subjects
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Figure 8: Results attribute ghost source (less intense - more
intense) - triangles representing mean across three audio ex-
cerpts and eight test subjects, error bars indicating standard
error related to number of subjects

dered in a multichannel reproduction environment is at
least equally preferred as a classical stereo reproduction.
In addition it showed that dipoles as rear loudspeakers
are preferred over standard surround loudspeakers, which
might leads to the assumption that dipoles can be utilized
as surround loudspeakers in other multichannel audio re-
production systems, e.g. 5.1 or 7.1, as well. Furthermore
there are some conceivable improvements to this work.
One could be a redefining of the reference ATF in the
spectral optimization in order to avoid an unnatural re-
production scenario due to large amplification at high
frequencies. Another improvement could be additional
front dipoles to each front loudspeaker. This will theoret-
ically compensate the decreasing apparent source width
because the frontal loudspeakers will still reproduce the
stereo signal except the fact that the diffuse signal will
be orthogonally reproduced to the direct signal. A final
improvement could be a higher level of the rear dipole
loudspeakers in order to increase the effect of presence.
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